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In January 2013, Greeks received 49 NBs of 3,892,690 dwt. During 2013, will get another 252 vessels with a total of 2,3331,592 dwt

Greek
shipowners
make
the
world’s
largest
orderbook
In total, today's Greek shipowners' orderbook amounts to 435 vessels of 38,671,346 dwt to be delivered between 2013 and 2016
E

veryone talks about excess tonnage. Financial analysts… shipping
pundits… banking gurus and even
housewives have learned a thing or two
about this.
But let's see things under a different
perspective.
According to (Marine Information Service's (MIS) data, just in the month of
January 2013, Greek shipowners received 49 NBs with a total dwt of
3,892,690 and will get another 252 vessels with a total dwt of 2,3331,592 during
2013. In total, today's Greek orderbook
amounts to 435 ships of 38,671,346 dwt
to be delivered until 2016.
But how will the Greeks support such a
huge orderbook? With what finance
and in what market?
Well, here lies the secret of Greek shipping which other nations are still looking to find.
Shipping in Greece is not a new enterprise. It carries centuries of experience
and knowledge, unlike other nations.
This simply means:
A. Decades of trustworthiness:
A shipping company which operates
for decades (if not centuries) having
proven its capabilities and reliability,
can very easily face any challenge and
any obstacle appearing.
B. Capital accumulation:
Let us be realistic. Greek shipowners,
with such a long experience, have accumulated vast capital resources albeit
hostile rumours in the market stating
the opposite.
Don't forget that 'Poor country with
rich people' was originally said for
Greece.
The Greek shipowner is a trustworthy
person in the eyes of banks and other
financial institutions due to the simple
reason that he 'carries his own cash.'
This easily explains the Greek 'invasion' into the containers market.
Greek shipowners have an orderbook
of 91 containerships on top of their already existing fleet of 305 vessels, in a
sector which traditionally belonged to
other nations not long ago.
C. Strong ties with charterers:
When one operates so many years in a
certain field, he knows everybody and
everybody knows him. Greeks do not
have to look for acquaintances to find
freights. It is the charterers who come to
them since they are the most competitive.
D. Open-mindedness:
For many years, competitors of the
Greek-shipowners were saying that the
Greeks are conservative and narrowminded, and that 'dry sector' was the
only thing they knew. This is an absolute nonsense!! Presently, Greeks
own 22 LNGs and an orderbook of 44
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LNG NBs, 121 LPGs and orderbook of
7 LPG NB's. Not to mention the drill
ships and the new eco-ships. In Greek
shipping experience comes together
with knowledge and pioneering.
And Last but not least…

E. The strongest one sets the rules:
This means that although Greek
shipowners also suffering from the crisis, will come out even stronger after
the storm. We have observed the
Greeks struggling to renovate their
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fleet. Many have
accused them of
creating an overtonnage problem.
But think for a
minute.
Maybe
this problem will
turn out to be beneficial for the
Greek shipownTh. Veniamis
ers? In the end,
those who survive, will be the Greeks
who offer excellent services with the
most modern fleet and the most efficient crew.
Let us not forget that the old Greek
tonnage was (recently) bought by some
others - at very high rates - who didn't
seriously consider the new and strict
maritime regulations. The Greeks
managed to lower the average age of
their fleets from 16 years - at the beginning of 2010 - to only 10 years today.
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